
Reflections 
From the Day



What did you learn about 
sustainability from your discussion?

I learned that back then when my 
grandparents were kids they didn't talk 
about sustainability in class and no one 
knew that it would be like this now.



What types of sustainability projects 
existed in the past?

There were none. They didn't know 
that it would turn out like it has now



How has the community/neighborhood 
changed over time?

Yes, people are trying to recycle things 
now because now we are aware of 
what's happening.



Describe your ideal community in five 
words

1. Family
2. Not-polluted
3. Carring
4. Cooperation
5. Ouroness  



How can/do you make a difference in 
reducing your own ecological 
footprint?
One way is to turn off your lights and 
don't use water when you don't need 
it. For example, if you are brushing 
your teeth you don’t need to keep the 
water on because that’s wasting it.
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What is the biggest challenge/obstacle in the way 
of a move towards sustainability, and how might 
that obstacle be overcome?
people had to re-educate themselves to 
learn new ways because some needed to 
change.



How can we ensure that we are 
creating a sustainable future?

We only get what we NEED for 
example we want a nice car but we 
don't need a nice car. Also to create a 
sustainable future we have to not 
waste water and electricity. We should 
also recycle.



If you had a time machine and were able to go back 50 years, 
what one change would you make in order to create a more 
sustainable future?
I would change that people wouldn't 
pollute because now the oceans are 
filled with so much plastic and other 
things that shouldn’t be in the ocean.


